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European Community of the Agreement on the Conservation of African-
Eurasian Migratory Waterbirds (COM(2004)0531 – C6-0048/2005 –
2004/0181(CNS))1

Dear Mr Mr Florenz,

By letter of 13 April 2005 you asked the Committee on Legal Affairs pursuant to Rule 35(2) 
to consider whether the legal basis of the above Commission proposal was valid and 
appropriate.

The legal basis proposed for the Council decision is Article 175(1) in conjunction with the 
first sentence of Article 300(2), first subparagraph, and Article 300(3), first subparagraph, of 
the EC Treaty.

The committee considered the above question at its meeting of 24 May 2005.

It is clear from the settled case law of the European Court of Justice (CJEC) that the choice of 
legal basis is not left to the discretion of the Community legislator but must be based on 
objective factors which are amenable to judicial review.  These factors include in particular 
the aim and the content of the legal act2.

  
1 Not yet published in the OJ.
2 See, in particular, Case C 42/97, Parliament v Council, [1999] ECR I - 869, paragraph 36.
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The Community is a contracting party to the Convention on the Conservation of Migratory 
Species of Wild Animals (Bonn Convention - CMS)1.

Article IV of the Bonn Convention provides for the conclusion of regional agreements which, 
for species with an unfavourable conservation status, should be concluded as soon as possible.   
The waterbirds of the African-Eurasian flyways merit immediate attention in order to improve 
their conservation status and to gather information as a basis for sound management 
decisions.

The AEWA regional agreement was adopted by consensus by 63 Range States and by the 
European Community. The agreement was opened for signature from 16 October 1995 and 
was signed on behalf of the Community on 1 September 1997 following a proposal from the 
Commission2.
This agreement aims at creating the legal framework for a concerted conservation policy of 
the Range States of migratory waterbirds species and populations, individuals of which 
migrate in the Western Palaearctic and Africa, irrespective of their current conservation 
status.

The AEWA agreement and, more particularly, Article VI thereof, provides for a decision-
making body called the Meeting of the Parties made up of representatives of the signatory 
parties and which is empowered to amend the agreement as such as well as the action plan 
annexed thereto.

By virtue of the exercise of such a power as a member of the Meeting of the Parties, the 
European Commission is authorised, on the basis of Article 3 of the proposal for a Council 
decision, to negotiate and approve, on behalf of the Community, any amendments to the 
action plan provided for by Article IV3 of the AEWA agreement and the amendments of the

  
1 OJ L 210, 19.7.1982, p. 10.
2 COM(1995)0444.
3 ARTICLE IV: Action Plan and Conservation Guidelines
1. An Action Plan is appended as Annex 3 to this Agreement.  It specifies actions which the Parties shall 
undertake in relation to priority species and issues, under the following headings, consistent with the general 
conservation measures specified in Article III of this Agreement:
(a) species conservation;
(b) habitat conservation;
(c) managment of human activities;
(d) research and monitoring;
(e) education and information; and
(f) implementation.
2. The Action Plan shall be reviewed at each ordinary session of the Meeting of the Parties, taking into account 
the Conservation Guidelines.
3. Any amendment to the Action Plan shall be adopted by the Meeting of the Parties, taking into consideration 
the provisions of Article III of this Agreement.
4. The Conservation Guidelines shall be submitted to the Meeting of the Parties for adoption at its first ssession, 
and shall be regularly reviewed.
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agreement provided for by Article X1.  However, the Commission should conduct these 
negotiations in consultation with a special committee designated by the Council.

After examination of the procedure for amendment of the agreement in question, it can be 
stated that the Meeting of the Parties constitutes the decision-making body which is capable 
of adopting amendments under a simplified procedure:

● Decisions of the Meeting of the Parties shall be adopted by consensus or, if 
consensus cannot be achieved, by a two-thirds majority of the Parties present and 
voting;

● Only Parties have the right to vote.  Each Party shall have one vote, but regional 
economic integration organisations which are Parties to this Agreement shall, in 
matters within their competence, exercise their right to vote with a number of votes 
equal to the number of their Member States. 

Consequently, it would seem that Article 300(4)2 of the EC Treaty constitutes the appropriate 
legal basis for authorising the European Commission to negotiate and approve, on behalf of 
the Community, any amendments made to the AEWA agreement in the future.

In the light of these considerations, at its meeting of 24 May 2005, the Committee on Legal 

  
1  ARTICLE X: Amendment of the Agreement 
1. This Agreement may be amended at any ordinary or extraordinary session of the Meeting of the Parties. 
2. Proposals for amendment may be made by any Party.
3. The text of any proposed amendment and the reasons for it shall be communicated to the Agreement 
secretariat not less than one hundred and fifty days before the opening of the session. The Agreement secretariat 
shall transmit copies forthwith to the Parties. Any comments on the text by the Parties shall be communicated to 
the Agreement secretariat not less than sixty days before the opening of the session. The Secretariat shall, as 
soon as possible after the last day for submission of comments, communicate to the Parties all comments 
submitted by that day. 
4. An amendment to the Agreement other than an amendment to its annexes shall be adopted by a two-thirds 
majority of the Parties present and voting and shall enter into force for those Parties which have accepted it on 
the thirtieth day after the date on which two thirds of the Parties to the Agreement at the date of the adoption of 
the amendment have deposited their instruments of acceptance of the amendment with the Depositary. For each 
Party which deposits an instrument of acceptance after the date on which two thirds of the Parties have deposited 
their instruments of acceptance, the amendment shall enter into force on the thirtieth day after the date on which 
it deposits its instrument of acceptance.
5. Any additional annexes and any amendment to an annex shall be adopted by a two-thirds majority of the 
Parties present and voting and shall enter into force for all Parties on the ninetieth day after the date of its 
adoption by the Meeting of the Parties, except for Parties which have entered a reservation in accordance with 
paragraph 6 of this Article.
6. During the period of ninety days provided for in paragraph 5 of this Article, any Party may by written 
notification to the Depositary enter a reservation with respect to an additional annex or an amendment to an 
annex. Such reservation may be withdrawn at any time by written notification to the Depositary, and thereupon 
the additional annex or the amendment shall enter into force for that Party on the thirtieth day after the date of 
withdrawal of the reservation.

2 Article 300(4) ECT: ‘4. When concluding an agreement, the Council may, by way of derogation from 
paragraph 2, authorise the Commission to approve modifications on behalf of the Community where the 
agreement provides for them to be adopted by a simplified procedure or by a body set up by the agreement; it 
may attach specific conditions to such authorisation’.
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Affairs accordingly decided unanimously1 to deliver a favourable opinion on the tabling of an 
amendment to add Article 300(4) of the EC Treaty as an additional legal basis to the legal 
basis proposed by the Commission, i.e. Article 175(1) in conjunction with the first sentence of 
Article 300(2), first subparagraph, and with Article 300(3), first subparagraph, of the EC 
Treaty.

Yours sincerely,

Giuseppe Gargani

  
1 The following were present for the final vote: Giuseppe Gargani (chairman), Manuel Medina Ortega 
(draftsman and for Aloyzas Sakalas), Bert Doorn, Kurt Lechner, Antonio López-Istúriz White, Arlene McCarthy 
(for Katalin Lévai), Antonio Masip Hidalgo, Marie Panayotopoulos-Cassiotou (for Hans-Peter Mayer), Ingo 
Schmitt (for Tadeusz Zwiefka), Nicola Zingaretti and Jaroslav Zvěřina.
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